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Information Theory

•  Developed by Shannon in the 40’s to formalize the 
fundamental limits on data compression and 
transmission rate.

•  In natural language, we do compress data (e.g. 
word length) and transmit data (speaking). 



Concepts

•  Entropy, joint entropy, and conditional entropy
•  Mutual Information
•  KL Divergence
•  Cross entropy
•  Perplexity



Entropy

•  a measure of the uncertainty associated with a 
random variable (and its probability distribution 
function). 

•  Higher entropy implies …
= Higher uncertainty (harder to predict) "
= More information content
= More bits required to encode and communicate



Which one is harder to predict?

X = horse that wins the 
long distance race 
•  P(X=1) = 0.25
•  P(X=2) = 0.25
•  P(X=3) = 0.25
•  P(X=4) = 0.25

Y = horse that wins the 
short distance race 
•  P(Y=1) = 0.5
•  P(Y=2) = 0.3
•  P(Y=3) = 0.1
•  P(Y=4) = 0.1



Entropy

•  Definition


•  What’s the entropy of X?"


•  What’s the entropy of Y?  

H(p) =H(X) = − p(x)log2
x∈X
∑ p(x)



Which one is harder to predict?
•  P(X=1) = 0.25     00
•  P(X=2) = 0.25     10
•  P(X=3) = 0.25     01
•  P(X=4) = 0.25     11

H(X) = 2 bits
•  harder to predict
•  more bits to code (on 

average)
•  more information

•  P(Y=1) = 0.5    0
•  P(Y=2) = 0.3    10
•  P(Y=3) = 0.1    111
•  P(Y=4) = 0.1    110

H(Y) = 1.68 bits
•  more predictable
•  more frequent one gets 

a shorter code
•  we can guess … 



Joint Entropy

•  The joint entropy of 2 RV X,Y is the number of bits 
needed on average to code both their values

•  Same interpretation as univariate version.

H(X,Y) = − p(x,y)log2p(X,Y)
y∈Y
∑

x∈X
∑



Conditional Entropy

•  The conditional entropy of a RV Y given another X, 
expresses how many extra bits required on 
average to communicate Y given that the other 
party knows X

•  What is H(Y|X) if X is a perfect predictor of Y?
•  What is H(Y|X) if X is independent of Y? 

H(Y|X) = − p(x,y)log2p(y|x)
y∈Y
∑

x∈X
∑  



Mutual Information

•  How predictive is X of Y? and vice versa
•  I(X,Y) is mutual information between X and Y 

 I(X,Y) = H(Y) – H(Y|X) = H(X) – H(X|Y)
(there are many other equivalent definitions)
•  If X is a perfect predictor of Y, then "

I(X,Y) = H(Y) – H(Y|X) = H(Y) – 0 = H(Y)
•  If X is independent of Y, then"

I(X,Y) = H(Y) – H(Y|X) = H(Y) – H(Y) = 0



Mutual Information in Natural Language

•  If we want to predict the author’s gender, 
–  I(gender, talk about health or not)
–  I(gender, talk about sports or not)
–  I(gender, talk about cars or not) 

•  then we rank how predictive/relevant each topic to 
gender. 



Pointwise Mutual Information
•  In contrast, pointwise mutual information – often 

called as PMI – is defined for specific values of X 
and Y 

•  When computed for a pair of words, PMI can 
measure the semantic relatedness of two words 
e.g. "
PMI (“drink”, “beer”) > PMI (“drink”, “homework”) 

PMI(x, y) = log P(X = x,Y = y)
P(X = x)P(Y = y)



Entropy of Natural Language

•  How much information is there per word?
•  How many bits do we need to communicate in 

English?

•  We don’t know the true p. what should we do?

H(X) = − p(x)log2
x∈X
∑ p(x)

H(w1::n ) = − p(w1::n )log2
x∈X
∑ p(w1::n )



Cross Entropy

•  Use the LM that we train instead and then 
compute the entropy on the test data

H(w1::n ) = − p(w1::n )log2
x∈X
∑ p(w1::n )

HLM (w1::n ) = −
1
n
log2

i=1:n
∑ pLM (wi |wi−2.wi−1)



Relationship between frequency (negative log unigram probability) and length, and 
information content and length.  

Piantadosi S T et al. PNAS 2011;108:3526-3529 

©2011 by National Academy of Sciences 



Correlations between information content and word length (solid) and between frequency 
(negative log unigram probability) and word length (striped) for two-gram, three-gram, and 

four-gram models.  

Piantadosi S T et al. PNAS 2011;108:3526-3529 

©2011 by National Academy of Sciences 



Figure 2. Entropy of eight languages belonging to five linguistic families and a language isolate (Indo-
European: English, French, and German; Finno-Ugric: Finnish; Austronesian: Tagalog; Isolate: Sumerian; 

Afroasiatic: Old Egyptian; Sino-Tibetan: Chinese).

Montemurro	  MA,	  Zane.e	  DH	  (2011)	  Universal	  Entropy	  of	  Word	  Ordering	  Across	  LinguisEc	  Families.	  PLoS	  ONE	  6(5):	  e19875.	  doi:10.1371/
journal.pone.0019875	  
h.p://127.0.0.1:8081/plosone/arEcle?id=info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0019875	  
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Cross Entropy to Evaluate LM

•  Cross entropy measures the difference between 
the two distributions.

•  = H(true LM) + difference(true LM, our LM)
•  Cross entropy is the upper bound of the entropy, 

so it is higher than the true entropy.
–  Bad LM à high cross entropy
–  Good LM à low cross entropy
–  The best possible LM = the true entropy
–  no better than that.








Perplexity

•  Perplexity is defined as

•  which is essentially 

PPLM (w1:n ) = PLM (w1:n )
−
1
n =

1
PLM (w1:n)

n

PPLM (w1:n ) = 2
HLM (w1:n )



Homework 2


